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The aim of this paper is to clarify the status ofnon-muslims and their religious leaders 
in the Ottoman Empire by making a comparison between the muslim and non-muslim 
officials regarding their authorities given by the state, as well as the nature of the Ot
toman administration and its relation to non-muslims, explaining the reality of the 
millet system. The matter will wholly be taken into consideration from a legal point of 
view, and the social status ofnon-muslims is beyond the scope of this paper. Researc
hes made in the l ast two decades have proved that the explanations about the so-called 
millet system are not valid The fact of the matter is that, the Ottomans administered 
their non-muslim subjects under a system named tax-farming/iltizarTJ.. According to 

· this system:, the non-muslim subjects were not autonomous and they did not have le
gal autonomy in the Ottoman Empire. On the contrary, the Ottoman administration 
controlled and regulated the non-muslims' social and legal matters in accordance with 
Islamic Law. The aim of this paper is to clarify the status ofnon-muslims and their re
ligious leaders in the Ottoman Empire by making a comparison between the muslim 
and non-muslim officials regarding their authorities given by the state, as well as the 
nature of the Ottoman administration and its relation to non-muslims, explainillg the 
reality of the millet system. The matter will wholly be taken into consideration from 
a legal point of view, and the social status ofnon-muslims is beyond the scope of this 
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the so-called millet system are not yalid. The fact of the matter is that, the Ottomans 
administered their non-muslim subjects under a system named tax-farming/iltizam. 
According to this system, the non-muslim subjects were not autonomous and they did 
not have legal autonomy in the Ottoman Empire. On the contrary, the Ottoman admi
nistration controlled and regulated the non-muslims' social and legal matters~ accor
dance with Islamic Law. 
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TUrk Hukuk Tarihi~tmnalan 

Bu makalenin amac1 Osmanh imparatorlugu i9erisinde Yll.§ayan zimmet ehli gayrimiis
limlerle onlann ruhani reislerinin statiilerini ve yetkilerini miisliiman yetkililerle kar
§Illl.§tlrma yaparak ortaya koymak ve millet sistemi denen yapmm geryek mahlyetini or
taya koyarak Osmanh idaresinin gayruniislimlerin idaresine yonelik uygulamalarmm 
geryek niteli~ tespit etmektir. Konu biitiiniiyle hukuki bir perspektifle ele ahnacaktrr. 
Son yirmi ylida yapllan arCi§t1nn.alar sozde millet sistemi denen yap1 haklanda litera
tiirde yaygm bir kanaat olarak zi.lcredilen ozelliklerinin geyerli olmadlguu ortaya koy
mu§tur. I§in ash §Udur ki Osmanll Devleti gayrimiislim vatandll.§lanru iltizam sistemi 
denilenyap1 altmdaidare etmi§tir. Bu yap1da hukuki bir otonomiden soz edilemeyecegi. 
gibi aksine Osmanh idaresinin gayrimiislimleri tek bir hakim hukuk sistemi olan islam 
hukukunun !rural ve prensipleri ile idare ettigi. gorillmektedir. 

Anahtar Kelimeler: Gayrimiislimler, zimmiler, hukuki otonomi, islam Hukuku, Os
manh Hukuku, Osmanh Imparatorlugu 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The legal and social status ofnon-muslims is a very attractive and im
portant issue for scholars dealing with the subject. The non-muslims in the 
Ottoman Empire benefited from the basic rights such as right to property, and 
freedoms of belief and thought. In most Christian countries, while Jews and 
even Christians themselves suffered in the middle ages, the non muslim sub
jects of the Ottoman Empire enjoyed the basic human rights. But some wes
tern scholars claim that non-muslims were second class citizens in Islamic 
states in the classical periods. In recent times, we come across some books 
that reject the Islamic tolerance towards non-muslims. (See some examples 
of the books written With such biases,. The Myth of Islamic Tolerance: How 

Islamic Law Treats Non-Muslims, ed. Robert Spencer (New York: Prometheus 
Books, 2005). Bat Ye'or, The Dhim.mi, Jews and Christians under Islam (Rut
herford: Far leigh Dickinson University,l985). 

Under the Ottoman administration, there were a great number of non 
muslim population, especially in the Balkans, Istanbul, Anatolia, Palestine 
and in most ofimport:mt center in the Middle East. Most important centers 
of christianity such as Antioch, Jerusalem, Alexandria and Istanbul were un
der the Ottoman administration. The Ottomans protected the existence of 
personality and property, and religious and cultural values as well and even 
in more protective manner than previous Islamic states. As a matter of fact, 
while regulating the legal status ofnon-muslims, the Ottomans depended on 
the basic principles of Islamic law and the traditions established by other 
Islamic states. 
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Is Millet System a Reahty or a Myth? 

In the light of the new documents from the Ottoman Archives, it be
comes evident that autonomous and semi-autonomous non muslim legal 
entities did not exist in the Ottoman practice. To name a social entity as 
autonomous necessitates stricter legal evidences than explained in the 
related literature. Ottoman documents clearly suggest that non-muslims 
brought their suit to the central state courts and that the disputes among 
non-muslims subjects were solved according to Islamic rulings. Even in the 
field of private matters, Islamic legal rules were applied in disputes betwe
en non-muslims. 

It is commonly held that t~e Ottomans organised and administered 
non-muslims according to millet system. Generally speaking, the non
muslims in the Ottoman Empire are referred to by modern scholars as au
tonomous legal entities. According to these claims non muslims belonging to 
different religion or sects were administrated seperatelyunder the authority 
of their religious leaders. But these claims are not supported by concrete 
and sufficient evidence. It is true that the matters relating to the civil status 
ofnon-muslims in the Ottoman Empire were subject to their own religious 
system. But this does not mean that they had their own separate courts. But 
reading almost any modern scholarly work about the non-muslims lived in 
the Ottoman EmP4"e, one inevitably comes across the explanation that non
m~slim groups in the Ottoman Empire were autonomous and using their 
own legal rules in their community courts. True that the Ottomans were to
lerant towards their non-muslim subjects, whether non-muslims executed 
their legal matters according to their own religion necessitates solid evi
dence. 

To understand and clarify the status of non-muslims in the Ottoman 
Empire, we have to look at their rights and obligations. These rights and obli
gations give an idea whether there was a discrimination tow~ds non-muslims 
and whether the non-muslims were subjected to the authority of their religi
ous leaders. In a state, exercising its authority over a large area and for a long 
period as in the Ottoman Empire in which different religious groups lived in 
peace, there should be some administrative mechanisms to set up such a pea
ceful system. Law was the most important mechanism in determining the le
gal status ofnon-muslims in the Ottoman Empire. The Ottoman Empire based 
itself on the Islamic law and this law had an effective role in shaping the social 
and legal status ofnon-muslims. 
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II. GENERAL REMARKS 

Theoretically, non-muslims were accepted as subjects of!slamic states 
in the classical periods. Despite the fact that the term citizenship had not been 
used by Islamic scholars, non-muslims were subo:~;dinate to the Islamic sta
tes through political and legal ties. The ~ubordination of non-muslims to the 
Islamic states was not only political, but also legal. According to most of the 
Islamic jurists, the dhimmis were the people of the Islamic land like muslims 
and enjoyed civil rights as muslims. Islamic scholars framed some statements 
to denote the legal status of the non-muslims such as 'The dhimmis are the 
people of Darillislam'. The statements ofEd-Debbusi clearly point out to that 
legal status: 'Dhimmis are subject to us (Islamic state) in the worldly affairs' 
(Ahmet Ozel, jszam Hukukunda Milletlerarast Munasebetler ve Uzke Kavramz 
(Istanbul: Marifet yaymlar1, 1982), 194). On the other hand Al-Sarahsi says 
that 'Ifharbis (citizens of foreign countries) apply some exemptions in taxes 
of wines andporks for our dhimmis (non-muslim subjects), we can also apply 
the same exemptions'. The contract of dhimme means to be bound with Islamic 
law. With this agreement they had the basi~ rights and obligations as.muslims 
subject to Islamic state. Putting aside a few exceptions, law was not extraterri
torial in Islamic states . .t?Jl people, including non-muslims, were subject to Is
lamic law in Islamic states, because the general principle was the territoriality 
of Islamic law (M. Akif Aydm, "Osmanllda Hukuk," in Osmanlz Devleti Tarihi: 
ed. Ekmeleddin ihsanoglu, vol2 (I stanbul: Zaman,1999), 419). 

According to some, there was no cruelty againstnon-muslims in the 
traditional Islamic societies, but the discrimination could be seen in some fi
elds, and inequalities existed for unbelievers (namely non-muslims) (Bernard 
Lewis, jslam DUnyasznda Yahudiler, trans. B. ~ener (Ankara: imge yayme
vi,1996), 13-18). Non-muslinis were described b:y most of the western scalars 
as state within state in the classical Islamic states. The same scholars, on the 
other hand, claim that non-muslims were second class citizens.( S.D. Goitein, 
"Minority SelfRule and Go~ernm.ent Control in Islam", Studia Islamica XXXI 
(1970): 103-110). It is not easy to combine these two different views. 

Another view claims that the aim of the status of dhimme was arabi
zation of the non-muslims (Bat Ye'or, 1985, 53-67). This type of explanations 
does not make any contribution to the understanding of the matter. Clearly 
the aim of the contract of dhimme was not to extract money or to make them 
arabs. With the agreement of dhimme the lives, properties and honour of the 
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dhimmis earn the same value as muslims. Besides, they got exemption from 
the burden of military service. The Hanafi.jurists accepted that non muslims 
were equal in exercising legal transactions such as preemption, donation, re
conciliation, alll:dnds of trade, division, and surety. The basic principles of 
Islamic la'?J of the freedom of religion are: to provide non-muslims with a po
sition of exercising the rituals which their religion impose them and what is 
for the benefit of muslims is for the benefit ofnon-muslims, what is against the 
muslims is also against non-muslims as well. Apart a few exceptions such as 
witness and oath, equality before law is a general principle in Islamic law. Na
mely non-muslims were equal with muslims in legal transactions which did 
not have a religious nature. According to Abu Hanifa, all disputes belonging to 
non-muslims would be solved by qadis, except the matters concerning mar
riage and divorce. It is generally accepted that, being muslim was a necessary 
qualification to be qadi and the authority of jurisdiction was restricted to mus
lims. The Ottomans did not assign a non-muslim as a judge before the second 
half of the nineteenth century. Even then, non-muslimjurists were bound to 
comply with Ottoman legal system. In some Islamic legal books one comes 
across sol!le statements such as: the judge of the people of the book (hakimu 

ehli'z-Zimme), or the judges of christians (hukkamu'n-Nasara), or the judges 
of unbelievers (hakimu'l-kefere) (Abdiilkerim Zeydan, Ahkamu'z Zimmiyyin 

ve'~-Milstemenin fi Dari'l-Islam (Bagdad: Mektebetii'l-Kudiis,1982), 600-601. 
Ahmet Ozel, 1982, 199. Camp. Fahrettin Atar, islam Adliye Te§kilat~ (Anka

ra: Diyanet i~leri B~kanhW., 1979), 224). But these statements point out to a 
position of being an arbitrator rather than being a judge. As a matter of fact, 
resolving the disputes according their own religion rules did not mean using 
a real jurisdictional power for non-muslims. Actually compliance with the ru
lings, given by the religious leaders, was not obligatory. Hence ineffectiv~ness 
is the main character of these decisions. The lack of executive nature of these 
decisions inade them ineffective. 

We can certainly say that, from the point oflslamic law, non-muslims 
were in the same legal position as muslims in applying their religions' rituals 
unless they disturb and gave any harm to muslims. The Quran and the words 
of the prophet order the protection ofnon-muslims and the prohibition of the
ir disturbance. Some restrictions forbidding the carrying of guns or wearing 
specific clothes or riding of horses were actually customary restrictions. In 
some cases those restrictions applied with the aim of security reasons. 
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III. THE SYSTEM OF TAX FARMING (ILTIZAM) 

Contrary to the generally accepted view, instead of millet system the 
Ottomans used the systemofiltizam in the administration of the non-muslim 
subjects .. Taking into consideration the structure and institutions of churc
hes and the authorities of clergies, the Ottoman State tried to integrate these 
structures with its own legal, judicial and administrative system. In the end, 
the system ofiltizam was adopted. 

To control the administrative, financial and legal power of non
muslim clergies, the Ottomans organized non-muslims within a structure 
which I called religious iltizam system. First of all, in this system the ap
pointments of the religious leaders were made in exchange of some money. 
This was the basic condition in the berats given by the Ottoman authori
ties. They were not appointed and permitted to function unless they paid 
that amount of money. That payment was called pi§ke§ [sic] I pishkehs. On 
the other hand, by this method, the State controlled the administrative and 
fmancial authorities of the religious leaders. To protect the sup~:_iority of 
State authority and to prevent suffering of the non-muslim subjects, the 
taxes which the religious leaders could collect from their communities had 
been taken under the control of the State by this system. Apart from pi§
ke§ [sic] I pishkehs, the churches were also under the obligation of paying 
some money annually to the State Treasure. The patriarchs were paying 
that amount of money, which is called state taxesjmiri rusum, from the ta
xes such as tasadduk akgesi [sic] I alms, patriklik ve metropoltilik rusumu 
[sic] I patriarchates and metropolitanates tax, revenues of the places foun
ded to the churches, revenues collected from some parts of inheritances of 
religious persons who died, that they collected from their own communities. 
The amount of tax paid by the non muslim subjects was fixed by the state. 
All taxes which the religious leaders could collect, were enumerated in the 
berats. Therefore, the State prevented other types of taxes to be collected 
under different names by the religious leaders. At the end of every year, the 
State settled the accounts ofthe churches with patriarchs and metropoli
tans. Looking at the balance sheet (budget) of the patriarchates, we see that 
the budget of the churches were always in deficit. They were always indeb
ted to the State. This also explains why the patriarchates in the Ottoman 
Empire could not reach to a very powerful financial position as Catholic 
churches in the Western World. 
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The Statements used by the State to describe the position of the religio
us leaders are also important. The titles used to describe the official positions 
of qadis, were not used for the non-muslim religious leaders. The state deter
miried the positions of the qadis with such statements: taht-t hukumetiniz
dejunder your government, taht-t idarenizdejunder your administration, and 
taht-t kazamzdajunder your jurisdiction. But for the non-muslim religiou~ 
leaders the following type of addresses were used: taht-t iltizamtmzda [sic] 
j under your iltizam, patrigin taht-t iltizammda olan memleketler [sic]/ the 
provinces under the iltizam of the patriarch, metropolitlerin taht-t iltizamtnda 
[sic]/ under the iltizam of the metropolitans 

(C. ADL. 2864 (1126), 2866 (1126), 991 (1140), 2150 (1170), 1762/2 
(1176), 3807 (1183). 2926 (1193), 2187 (1195), 5690 (1198), 3590 (1204), 688 
(1210), 4930 (1211). 4931 (1211), 3863 (1214), 3499 (1215), 2735 (1220), 101/1 
(1228), 101/3 (1228), 101/8 (1228), 53 (1232), 3641 (1242), 675 (1243), 78 
(1250), 551 (wd); C. ZPT. 780 (1213); Gayrrmiislim Cemaat Defterleri, vol.lO, 
p.10, (1237), vol.4, p.12, (127 4), p.45, (1299) and p.56, (1326), vol. 5, p.177 (1329). 
Kiilliyat-1Kavanin, vol. 6, 2890 (1263). A DVN. KLS. 1/28-2 (1180)). On the ot
her hand, :the titles of some orders in the Gaynmilslim Cemaat Defierleri [sic] 
I Defiers of Non-muslim Communities show that the office of patriarchates, 
metropolitanates ~d chief rabbis were formed under the system of!ltizam. 
The following titles also refer that position: $urut-i metropolidan an iltizam-t 
patriklik-iAntakya [sic 1 $urut-i piskoposluk an iltizamz piskoposluk-i cezire-i 
Ktbns [sic1 $uruti marhasaltk an iltizam-t patriklik-i Ermeniyan-t jstanbul 
[sic] (For these statements see Gayrm:tiislim Cemaat Defterleri, vol.l, p.10, 13 
and 22, d.1247). 

Moreover, some defters' names give us a clue about this structure. For 
instance, Piskopos Mukataast Defierleri [sic]/ Defiers of Piskopos Mukataa
st is a goo~ example of these defters. Records concerning J?.On-muslims were 
registered in these defters starting from 1641 (Halil Inalclk, "Ottoman_ Archi
val Materials on Millets," in Christians and Jews in the Ottoman Empire, ed. 
B.Braude and B. Lewis, vol.1 (New York: Holmes and Meier Publishers, 1982), 
441). The statements in these defters teach us that the State accepted the 
patriarches and metropolitanes as tax farmersjmultezims. The same system 
applied to Jewish communities (A DVN. MHM: 6-A/90 (1265), 8/3 (1265). 
Kiilliyat-1 Kavanin, vol.4, 3054 (1252). Gayrrmiislim Cemaat Defteri, vol.17, 
p.99-100 (1254). 
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Iltizam system clarifies lots of matters. It points out that the. religious 
communities were not autonomous as claimed. The religious leaders were 
using their authorities in accordance with the rules fixed by the state. The 
power of collecting taxes was under the control of the State, and religious le
aders as ~ultezims used this authority like other muitezims in their districts. 
They could not collect any taxes different from the ones fixed in the berats. The 
power of punishment of the religous leaders was not substantial and indepen
dent, but rather dependent and immaterial in nature. These punishments had 
a disciplinary nature. 

lltizam system also explains the relations among the central and other 
provincial patriarchates and metropolitanates in different districts (regi
ons). If there had been a millet system, the whole non-muslims belonging to 
the same sects would have been put under the authority of a single patriarch 
instead of the recognition of the existence of different patriarchs. The non
muslims belonging to the same sect were structured under the authority of 
different patriarchs. This structure can easily be explained by regard to the 
iltizam system. In this system, different patriarchs within the same sect were 
appointed as milltezims in different geographical areas. Parallel to this view, 
beginning from the mids of the eighteenth century the central patriarchates 
had a general supervision authority over the other provincial patriarchates 
belonging to the same sects. 

Of course most authorities of the patriarchs were naturally immaterial. 

Inalclk insisted on this point in his article. According to his explanations: 

'The sultan, as the highest and the sole source of authority in the Empire, 

issued such a berat to the ketkhuda upon his elections by the members of his par
ticular guilds, to ratify that election and to empower him with authority over the 

members of the guild(...) In light of this we can examine the situation in 1695 
when the Patriarch of Pee complained of not being able to collect alms from the 

reaya because his berat had no.t been renewed by the new Sultan( .. ) the patriarch 

was elected by aSinodas a representative of the Church, and such his position was 
legally very similar to that of aketkhuda ina craft guild( . .) It must be emphasized 

that the basic legal status of the Patriarch and the Church did not change in the Ot
toman state, not even in the eighteenth century when the decentralization policies 

of the government furnished them with new responsibilities towards their flocks 
in certain civil matters and especially in taxation' (Halil inalm.k, "The Status of 
Greek Patriarch under the Ottomans," Turcica XXI-XXIII (1991): 419-421). 
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Additionally Inalcik says: 

'From a legal standpoint the Ottoman government considered all of the 
taxes collected by the clergy as belonging to the state and the clergy as tax
farmers. The word iltizam, tax farm, was used for the metropolitan's autho
rity over his diocese. Actually, the Patriarch depended for his revenue on the 
metropolitans'(Halil InalCI.k, Turcica XXI-XXIII (1991): .423) . 

On the other hand, there are some important principles, used by the Ot
tomans, which I want to draw your attention to understand the matter in full. 

a. The Gener ality of the Ottoman Laws 

First of all, I want to point out the nature of the laws in the Ottoman Em
pire. There was only one legislative power in the Ottoman Empire, and it was, 
of course, the state itself. None of the patriarchs had a legislative power. This 
means that the state was regulating the social life from all aspects. All stipu
lations, either in generalkanunnames or in special kanunnames, were applied 
for both muslims and non-muslims without any discrimination. Ifthere were 
some special regulations for non-muslims, a special section was allocated wit
hin the kanunnames. Non-muslim religious authorities did not have any inde
pendent legislative authority to regulate their own societies. The stipulations 
in the kanunnames covered all people both muslims and non-muslims witho
ut any discrimination in the Ottoman Empire. Some exemptions or differen
tiations in criminal or in taxation rules were a direct result of the Islamic law. 
If there was no specification in the stipulations of the kanunnames for non
muslims, these regulations would appl~ to all people in the Ottoman Empire. 
If some special regulations were necessary for non-muslims, the stipulations 
concerning those special topics were inserted in kanunnames in a separate 
section under the headings 'It declares the status ofnon-muslims' or 'The secti
on declaring the matters concerning unbelievers/Kefereye mahsus ahvali bey an 
eyler' [sic] (For "Kanwmame ofBayezid II" and "The General Kanunname of 
Suleiman the Magnificient" see Ahmet Akgiindiiz, Osmanlt Kanunnanieleri 
vol. II (Istanbul: FEY, 1990) 70-72. and voL IV (Istanbul: FEY, 1992), 395. 

For some islands however, in which onlynon-muslims lived without ha
ving social relations with others, the Ottomans promulgated special kanunna
mes (M.D. vol. 6, 536 (972 I 1564). To those islands the Ottomans gaved special 
status. The administration of these isolated islands can perhaps be described 
as semi-autonomous. 
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Those who claim the existence of the special millet system, are expec
ted to state some mention of this nature. But no mention is available in the 
Kanunname of Fatih. The limitations of the religious rights and the usage of 
them were regulated in the berats and ahidnames ~ven to non-muslims. The 
interpretation of these regulations is of great importance. Most of the misun
derstandings among scholars appeared because of the misinterpretation of 
the statements in these documents. 

b. Autonomous Nature of the Non-muslim Communities 

On the other hand whether the non-muslim communities had an auto
nomous administrative structure within itself is another puzzling issue. Is it 
possible that the administration of the non-muslims affair-s was called an au
tonomy? As a central state, towhatextentwould the Ottoman Empire allow to 
an autonomous administration within its sovereign territory? We have to take 
into consideration that non-muslims were living together with muslims in the 
same society. It is also important to think how in such a system the' conflicts 
both betweenmuslims andnon-muslims, and between different non-muslim 
groups had been solved. At this point, we come across the question of the natu
re of the authority exercised by non-muslim religious leaders. In this respect 
there are some questions to be answered related to this issue. 

*What kind of duties and responsibilities did religious leaders have? 

*If the Ottoman State gave an extensive authority to non-muslim reli
gious establishments over their communities, how could these authorities be 
integrated with the Ottoman legal structure? 

*How were the conflicts of authority between the Ottoman state offi
cials (muslim authorities) and non-muslim leaders, for example a conflict of 
authority between a govern_or of province and a metropolitan or a conflict bet
ween a qadi and a bishop, resolved? 

* What measures had been taken to prevent these types of conflicts of 
authority? 

*Did the authorities of the religious leaders cover the whole community 
(the whole people living in a religious community) or were they effective only 
over the non-muslim clergies such as bishops, priests, monks, etc.? 
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In answering such questions, berats (orders) and firmans proves useful 
information. The interpretation of the statements in these documents from 
legal point of view is very important. Saying in a more concrete manner, what 
does the word punish mean in the statements such as 'ayinleri ilzere tedip ede
ler [sic]/ l~t them punish according to their rite'? Does the statement 'Rtza-yz 
tarafeyn ile tslah edeler [sic]/ let them reconcile between two dhimmis with 
their consent' point out to an obligatory judicial power of the religious leaders? 
Or does it point out to an authority which in fact is a power of arbitration? 
Do these statements point out to an independent and substantial authortiy of 
punishment? 

For example the integration of the churches and sinagogs into the Ot
toman administration gives clear indication. We must bear in mind that, at 
that time, religious rules were also legal rules. The judgements of religious 
leaders were very important in the conflicts between non-muslim community 
members. Under these circumstances, the administrative, financial, penal and 
legal authorities of the religious leaders have to be taken into consideration. 
Therefore it is important for us to make clear how the Ottomans integrated 
the church's administrative structure with their own administrative system. 
The sensitivity of the religious leaders about protecting their authority over 
their community· can be understandable. But as a matter of fact, the appro
ach of the Ottoman administrators to the matter l.s·more important. Because 
it ~as the Ottoman State which determined the rights and obligations of the 
non-muslim communities. Looking at closely we see that the explanations of 
millet system are not all together supported by the Ottoman practice. Nearly 
all scholars accepted the claims of Engelhard that the church was an imperi
um in imperio/ a state within state. But Barkan says that there was no church 
structure (establishments) in the Ottoman Empire asinEurope.Actually, the 
church was not an imperium in imperio.As is known church had a hierarchical 
structure. Therefore in a central state like the Ottoman Empire, this structure 
could cause lots of legal conflicts. Of course, the Ottoman officials kn~w the 
nature of the church structure. Especially the financial aspects of the authori
ties of religious leaders needs to consideration. Because a church which has fi
nancial authority would inevitably conflict with the Ottoman administrators. 
On the other han~, Inalclk refuses the statements ofDavison such as 'the mus
lim millet was of course under the direct rule of its own Sultan and bureaucracy' 
(Halil i:nalCI.k, "Roderic Davison'm 'Reform in the Otoman Empire 1856-1876' 
Adh Eseri", Review of the Reform in the Ottoman Empire, by Rod eric Davison, 
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Belleten, XXVIII/109-112, 1964, 791). Because of the opposite mea,ning of this 
statement means that non-muslims were under the direct rule of their religi
ous leaders, which was not true, InalCJ.k refuses. 

· Joseph Hacker rightly stated that Jewish communities did not have an 
institutional autonomy. According to him, 'the Ottoman authorities left non
muslims to themselves in some areas. Islamic law was the only official legal 
system which applied all over the country. Jews could get decisions from Islamic 
courts against their religious (community) leaders. The autonomy of the jewish 
communities was restricted and valid as long as they did not conflict with the 
authorities of the Islamic courts'. (For Hacker's views see Irvin Cemil Shick, 
"Osmanh imparatorlugunda Yahudiler," Tarih ve Toplum 8/43 (1987): 50-51). 

These explanations are extremely important. Therefore it is more convenient 
to tell that, instead of autonomy, there was a freedom which the State did not 
interfere. 

Still, according to some claims patriarchs were a member ofDivan-1 
Hiimaylln. (Imperial Council) and they had a title as pasha or vizier, and a gro---
up ofjanissaries were in the service of the patriarchs. And the Greek Ortho
dox Patriarchate had its own courts and prisons. According to Abu Jaber, the 
Ottomans treated non-muslims as if they were foreign nations. He claims that 
the executi<;m ofthe non-muslims' affairs by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
proved that the Ottomans accepted their own non-muslim subjects as foreign 
nations. (Abu Jaber Kamel S., "The Millet System in the Nineteenth Century 
Otoman Empire," The Muslim World LVII/3 (1967): 212-216). As a matter 
of fact, Ortayh states thatDivan-tHumayunKalemi [sic] (Office ofDivan-1 
Humaylln.) and Mezahib-i Gayrnnuslim Dairesi [sic] (Office of Sects ofNon
Muslims) were two old offices ofSadaret (Grand Vizierate). Since Reisill.kiit
tab (Executive secretary to the Grand Vezir) performed these types of work, 
they were leaved within the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Or Office of Sects of 
Non-Muslims (Mezahib-i Gayrrm'iislim Dairesi) did nottake place within the 
structure of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs because of they were accepted as 
foreign nations (Tiber Ortayh, imparatorlugunEn Uzun Yilzytlt (Istanbul: Hil 
yaymevi, 1995), 112-113). Some of the scholars claim that, at the beginning the 
terms taife and millet had different meanings (For this view see KemalBeydilli, 
Recognition of the Armenian Catholic Community and the Church in the Reign 
ofMahmudii (Cambridge: Harvard University, 1995), 27). Of course this was 
not true because these two words share the same meaning. 
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In the last two decades s-ome scholars tried to refuse the existence of 
the millet system. For example Benjamin Braude says that millet system is a 
myth and he puts forward some evidences. Braude claims that the term millet 
refers to muslim communities not to dhimmis. According to hirit, in most of 
the official records this term was not used in a manner pointing out to the 
dhimmis (Benjamin Braude, "Foundation Myths of the Millet System", in the_ 
Christians and Jews in the Otoman Empire, edited by B.Braude andB.Lewis 
vol.l (New York: Holmes and Meier Publishers, 1982), 69-71). Despite the fact 
that I agree with him about the non -existence of the millet system, his views 
and evidences are not sufficient to prove his claims. In most of the documents, 
the term millet was used in a manlier pointing out to the dhimmis. According 
to Braude, the Ottomans did not use the word millet for the dhimmis because 
they did not want to give an equal legal position for the dhimmis with the non
muslims outside of the country. According to Braude while the Ottomans were 
using the term millet to point out themselves, and to the christians kings or to 
some jews, buttheyneverused for the dhimmis within the Empire. (Benjamin 
Braude, 1982: 69-71). 

In short, he says that since the word millet was not used widely to denote 
dhimmis, it means that there is no millet system. On the contrary, from the very 
beginning of the Erp.pire, the term millet was used to denote to non-muslims 
(dhj.mm.is) within the state. We can see that most of the documents, in which 
the term millet was used, denote dhimmis. The statements such as Cemaat-i 

millet fukaratt [sic]/ The poors of the nation of the Community, kendilere _tabi 
hemmilletleri [sic]/ coreligionists subject to them, and kendilere tabi yamaklan 
ve hemmilletleri alan Habe§ Kzpti ve Suryani milletleri [sic]/ the Abyssinians, 
the Copts and the Syriacs who are yamaks (auxiliaries) and coreligionists of 

themselves, and·aher milel [sic]/ other nations, denotes this situation (Ali.Emi
ri, Fatih Donemi, 22 (862); Kiilliyat-1 Kavanin, vol.1, 2599 (923). 3995 (923). 
2600 (927). 3996 (933). 2601 (964). 3997 (1048). 3998 (1077). 2794 (1107). 
6019 (1126). vol.2, 4002 (1166). 4317 (1158). 2602 (1166). 4318 (1192). ADVN. 
6/3 (1260)). In the Ottoman literature, the words taife and millet had the same 
meaning (Kilise Defteri vol.8, pp.7-9 (1044). Gaynmuslim Cemaat Defterleri, 
vol.3, pp.29). 

Braude's claims, that the Ottomans did not use the word millet to denote 
dhimmis within the state not to make them equal with other nonmuslims 
outside of the country, are totally a misunderstanding. The Ottomans, in most 
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of the documents, used the term millet to denote non-muslim~ within the 
state. There are lots of examples for such usages: Ktdvet-i'l- ii.mera-i milleti'l
mesihiyye [sic]/ Type of good man of christian religion (M.D. vol.6, 536 (972)). 
us~d for the christian and jewish administrators, andKtdvet-i muhtar-i millet
i'l Mesihiyye [sic] used for Greek and Armenian patriarchs (Killliyat-1 Kava
nin, vol.l, 6019 (1126). vol.2, 2959 (1176). 6018 (1203). vol.4, 2136 (1254). vol.6, 
2788 (1263). 3045 (1263). T.S.A, E. nr. 8234 (1255). C. ADL. 551), Ktdveti'l 
muhtar-i'l millet-i'l Museviyye [sic] used for chief rabbis (A.DVN.MHM, 8/3 
(1265)), Ktdveti'l-ayani'l-millet-i'l-Mesihiyye [sic] used for dragomans of!m
perial Council (Divan-1Hiimayun Terciimaru) (IstanbulKii.lliyatt V.Z: Istanbul 
Ahkdm Defterleri, Istanbul Finans Tarihi 1 (1742-1787), (Istanbul: istanbul 
Biiyiik§ehir Belediyesi Yaymlar1, 1998), p.113, (1169/1756)). Lots of these do
cuments belong to the periods before Tanzimat era. 

Unlike the claims of Braude, giving a new order (berat) to the patri
archs, when they were assigned to their job, did not mean that the authorities 
of the patriarchs were personal. On the contrary, giving such kind ofberats 
meant that the patriarchs were entrusted with a duty framed by.]£gal rules. 
It was necessary to be able to start their appointment, especially to earn the 
attribution ofiltizam (tax-farming). After that, they were able to use their 
authorities over the community. Without this berat they could have done 
nothing. Looking at the contents of these berats, we can see that the powers 
given to the patriarchs can differ from each other. These differences mean the 
narrowing or widening of their authorities rather than having been given to 
the patriarchs personally. 

On the other hand, Braude while critici~ing others for relying on state
ments based on second hand sources, he himself did t~e same thing. He ac
cepted the claim of Rycaut about the Istanbul Armenian Patriarch as being 
absolutely true. According to Rycaut, Istanbul Armenian Patriarchate was 
de facto (Braude, 1982: 82). This approach is not sufficent to explain the true 
situation of the Armenian Patriarchate. On the contrary, Istanbul Armenian 
Patriarchate was de jure for the Ottoman State, because it was established by 
the Ottoman Empire itself. From the Ottoman point of view it was legal. The 
considerations of the other Armenian Patriarchates were not important for 
the State. 
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c. The Statements about the Limitations of the Authorities of the 

Patriarchs 

The evidence which Kevork Bardakjian has used in his arti.cle that the 
administrative power of the Istanbul Armenian Patriarch was restricted to 
a limited area, show the opposite of his claims and point out to a situation 
where the administrative· authorities of the Istanbul Armenian Patriarch· 
were wider than he claimed (Kevork Bardakjian, "The Rise of the Armenian 
Patriarchate of Constantinople", in the Christians and Jews in the Otoman 
Empire, edited by B. Braude and B. Lewis vol.l (New York: Holmes and Meier 

Publishers, 1982), 91-95). On the ot~er hand, the evidences which he has used 
to denote that the authorities of the Istanbul Armenian patriarchs widened 
depending on some historical events, again show the opposite of his claim and 
point out to a situation in which the administrative authorities of the Istanbul 
Armenian Patriarch were narrower than he claimed. 

These explanations necessitate further clarification. Before that, let us 
point out to another claim of the Bardakjian which he puts forward in his ar
ticle. According to his claims, the authorities of the Istanbul Armenian Patri
arch were restricted only over the altt cemaat tabir olunur erme_ni taifesi [sic]/ 

Armenian classes (sects) named six community. ( Bardakjian, 1982: 91-95). His 
explanations relating to this subject do not make sense. The term six commu
nity points out to the notables of the Armenian community who could attend 

the elections of the patriarchs. Relying on this term, it is not possible to claim 
that the patriarch had only an authority over these six communities. If this 
approach was accepted it would be impossible to explain the attendance of 
the Istanbul Armenian patriarch to the elections of the catholicos of the E9-

miyazin (Ecmihadzin). 

These evidences, over which Bardakjian bases his claims, create some 
other problems. According to him, a title such as the patriarch of the city of 

Istanbul used for the Armenian Patriarch in some documents. Could this be a 
criterion for explaining the area of the patriarch's authority? Glancing super

ficially, one can say yes. But looking in a detailed way, we see that these claims 
are not be acceptable. 

The main argument of the Bardakjian is the way of usage of some sta

tements in the documents for the patriarchs. It is important to clarify the me
aning of the following statements: 'Istanbul ve tevabii [sic]/ Istanbul and its 
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dependents (surroundings)'. Bardakjian tends to restrict the aut~ority of the 
Istanbul Armenian Patriarch only to Istanbul and its surroundings. He claims 
that the statement Tstanbul and Some Parts ofRumelia andAnatolia and Their 
SurroundingsArmenianPatriarchate' shows that the authority of the Istanbul 
Armenian Patriarch was expanded in the course of time (Bardakjian, 1982: 

91-95). 

Af3 a matter offact, these statements point out to a position that the aut
hority of the patriarchs were reduced. The event that led Bardakjian make a 
mistake about the interpretation of these statements was the appointment of 
the same person as the Patriarch oflstanbul and Jerusalem at the beginning of 
the seventeenth century (AH.l128). When these two patriarchates separated 
from each other and different persons were appointed to the patriarchates, 
these statements were used to prevent the interference o:f the Istanbul Arme

nian Patriarch to the Patriarchate of Jerusalem. 

We have to understand and explain the meaning of the statements used 
in the documents concerning the authorities of the patriarchs. At the begin
ning of the 15th and 16th centuries, the authorities of the patriarchS over their 
communities were weaker than the later periods. The following statements 
used widely in the documents: istanbul patrigi [sic]/ the patriarch of Istan
bul: 'mahruse-i istanbulda patrik olan [sicV the person who is patriarch in the 
city ofistanbuV (M.D. vol.6, 1057 (972/1565), 'mahruse-i istanbul keferesine 
patrik olan [sic]/ The person who is the patriarch of unbelievers of Istanbul~ 

'mahruse-i istanbul zimmilerinin patriki olan Yeremya I Y eremya who is the 
patriarch of the dhimmis of Istanbul' (M.D. vol.24, 433 (982/1574)). It is not a 
proper approach to make interpretations only by looking at these statements. 
Consequently, it should be pointed out that the statements such as the Grek 
Patriarch of Istanbul or the Armenian Patriarch of Istanbul can not be used in 
determining the limitations of the administrative powers of the patriarchs. 

In some documents ~e see such a statement: 'HaZen istanbul Pat:rigi /Is
tanbul patriarch at the present time' (C. ADL. 769). This seal takes place on a do
cument relating to a conflict between the metropolitan of Ankara and the Greek 
Patriarch oflstanbul. If the claims ofBardak;jian have been accepted, the patri
arch would not have any authority over the metropolitan of Ankara Under the
se circumstances, the interpretations ofBardak;jian can be rejected easily. The 
documents showed that the administrative power of the patriarchs were wider 
than he claimed. (C.ADL. 5356, (1154). Killliyat-1Kavanin, vol3, 2956 (1249). 
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Moreover, Bardakjian interprets the correspondence of the other pat
riarchs with the State, without the mediation of the central patriarchates, as 
an evidence of the weaknesses of the authorities of the central patriarchates. 
For instance, he says that the catholicos ofE<;miyazin (Ecmihadzin) corres
ponded ~ectlywith the state without the mediation of the Istanbul patriarch. 
(Bardakjian, 1982: 91-95). This does notnecessarilyimplythatthe patriarchs 
did not have any administrative authority over the others or had a narrower 
authority. Direct correspondence with the State only means that the authority 
of superintendence of the central patriarchates over others was not strictly 
applied. 

d. Horizontal and Vertical Relations in the Church's Hierarchy 

It is a well known fact that the establishments of churches had a hierarc
hical structure. The relations within and between the churchs can be classifi
ed as horizontal and vertical. Vertical relations point out to the relations wit
hin the same church itself. But horizontal relations point out to the relations 
among th~ patriarchates belonging to the same sect in different geographical 
areas: Therefore, for example the authorities of the Greek Orthodox Patriarc
hate in Istanbul over the metropolitans, bishops, priests and monks working 
in that church, are to be considered within the content of vertical relations; 
but the relations of the Greek Orthodox Patriarchate with the other Orthodox 
patriarcahtes such as Jerusalem, Antioch, Alexandria, Pee, Ohri and Cyprus 
are to be considered within the content ofhorizontal relations. The same thing 
is valid for the Armenian churchs. 

e. The Central and Provincial Patriarchates 

We can also separate the patriarchates in the Ottoman Empire as central 
and provincial patriarchates. The criterion in this classification is whether a 
patriarchate resides in the capital city of. the Empire. The term central patri

archates covers the Greek Orthodox Patriarchate oflstanbul and the Istanbul 
Armenian Patriarchate. In later periods, the Catholics' patriarchate and Chief 
Rabbi of Jews were also added to these institutions. The aim of this classifica
tion is to find out as to whether there is any differentiation about the contents 
of the SLUthorities between the patriarchates. 
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We have to find the answer of the following questions in 9rder to un
derstand the true nature of the Ottoman administration over the non-muslim 
subjects 

1) · What were the content of the authorities which can be used within 
a patriarchate itself? 

2) How strict was the nature of the relations among the patriarchartes 
and to what extent did the degrees of the authorities of the patriarc
hates which can be used over each other reach? 

3) Were the authorities of the patriarchs binding over all the persons 
belonging to that patriarchate or were they binding only over the re
ligious persons? 

Basically, the central patriarchates used two kinds of authorities. One of 
them is the authority given them through the berats directly by the state. The 
central patriarchates used this type of.authorities only in their areas prescri
bed by law (orders, berats). They could use these authorities only_over their 
authorized area. The other type of authority is a supervisional authority. This 
type of authority did not mean to take decisions in the name ofprovincal patri

archates; it means establishing order in the application of the authorities and 
in the administration ofbusinesses. In the fusttype of authority, the religious 
side (nature) of the patriarch gave a higher degree of importance to his power. 
But in the second type of authority t~e patriarchs did not have any spiritual 
side. They used only an administrative authority without having a religious 
nature. The fust ones existed from the be~g, but the second type of aut
horities arose in the later periods. 

When we look at the nature of the administrative authority of the patri
archs we see that some statements in the orders (documents) were misinterp
reted by most of the scholars. The administrative authority of the patriarchs 
was not always in the same level. In the beginning their authorities were we
aker. In some documents we come across with some statements pointing out 
the independence of the patriarchs such as 'istiklal-:i memuriyet [sic]/ inde

pendence of executing his duty' (H.H. 364 71 (1250). Killliyat-1 Kavanin, vol. 5, 

4474 (1256)). But these statements imply being independence against other 
nonmuslims' interference to the patriarchs' duty, not being independent from 
the state. It means not to interfere with the tasks of patriarchs. In fact, these 
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type of statements point out to the general power of supervision of central 
patriarchates. 

The conflicts about the bound.ries of the administrative power of the 
metropolitans were solved by state authorities. (C.ADL.14 74 (1128), 29 (1171). 
H. H. 36504 (1245). Gayrrmiislim Cemaat Defterleri, vol.3, pp.224 (1292)). The 
conflicts relating to disputes ofboundaries between monasteries were solved 
by the state as well (H.H.33109 (1237), 40336-D (1237), 58330 (1256)). 

f. The Legal Power of the Religious Leaders 

Non-muslims were under the jurisdiction oflslamic courts. According 
to Pantazopoulos, the Greek patriarchs used the criterion of 'presumption of 
competency' to exercise their rights (N. Pantazopoulos, "Community Laws and 
Customs of Western Macedonia Under Ottoman Rule", Balkan Studies II/I 
(1961): 6). This type of interpretation is totally wrong and does not contri
bute to the understanding of the matter. Because, in most cases, patriarchs 
tended to abuse their power to obtain authority never given them in berats. 
They tried to get some powers that the State did not give them. They imitated 
some orders and put some statements which did not take plac'e in the original 
documents. 

· The main points in determining the judicial (or legal) power of the reli

gious leaders are the followings: 

1) Whether their legal authorities were mandatory for all the members 
of the community. 

2) Whether th eir decisions had a nature of court decision in the conf
licts hetween non-muslims. 

3) Whether their decisions were executive (binding), if so by which or
gans were these decisions executed. 

4) Whether non-muslim community members had a right to apply to a 
superior organ (or another organ). 

As I pointed out before, the main principle in Islamic law was the ter
ritoriality oflegai rules. This principle was also current for non-muslim sub
jects. Non -muslims applied to Islamic courts because they did not have anot
her choice. The claim that non-muslim communities had their own courts is 
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totally imaginary or a case of misinterpretation. Even the clergies belonging 
non-muslim communities applied to Islamic courts to make contracts, such 
as surety and agency (istanbul ~er'iyye Sicilleri, Balat Defteri, vol.23, pp.7 
(1141-1143). Ahmet Refik, Turk jdaresinde Bulgaristan, (istanbul: Enderun 
Kitabevi, 1998), 34-35). According to Gradeva, Christians applied to Islamic 
courts in most cases to get precise decision in spite of the opposition of the · 
religous leaders of their communities (Rossitsa Gradeva, "Orthodox Christi
ans in the Kadi Courts: The Practice of the Sofia Sheriat Court, Seventeenth 
Cen~", Islamic Law and Society IV/1 (1997): 37-41). In the documents we 
see statements such as: 'tashih ve umurlanm rityet [sic]/ adjustment (to 
rectify) and to examine their affairs', 'marifet-i §er ile [sic]jby means ofSha
ria', 'munaziunfih alan iki z~mmi mabeynlerin nzalan ve patrik marifetiy
le tslah olunmak [sic]/ to reconcile between two dhimmis who are in conflict 
with their consent by means of their patriarch~ The word '1slahjadjustment' 
in these statements is very important. Because it points out to the nature of 
the judicial authority of the patriarchs. Taking this into consideration, we 
certainly say that the judicial authority of the patriarchs and ot_l.!_er religio
us leaders were not mandatory. Non-muslim community members applied 
to their religious leaders if two sides of the conflict agreed. More important 
than that, the statments used in the documents addressing the qadis and 
patriarchs are different. "While Kadis 'solve or settle' or 'divide or separate' a 
conflict, the patriarchs can only 'reconcile or adjust' a dispute. The differen
ce between these terms is very important. They point out to the patriarchs' 
judicial power which, in nature, was· not mandatory. These terms also show 
that the patriarchs were not in the position of ajudge, but were only advisors 
or counsellors. They solved the problems as religious leaders, using their spi
ritual authorities over the members of the community before applying to the 
Ottoman courts. The statements used in the documents give us some clue to 
explain the content of this type of authority. The statements such as 'aforoz 
ettikte[sic]/ when they excommunicate the dhimmis', or 'ayinleri ii.zere kilise
lerinde yemin verdikde [sic]/ to offer an oath in their churches according their 
rites' state openly how and by which means these reconciliations were made. 
Therefore, it is not a proper approach to interpret the judicial authorities of 
the patriarchs as a real jurisdictional authority. A good example of this is the 
case where an order was sent to the qadi of Salonica to solve a dispute betwe
en a dhimmi and the patriarch about a personal action (an amount of money) 
(M.D. vol.28, 359 (984/1576). 
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Non-muslims' personal actions, either against their religious leaders or 
against muslims, could be solved by means of muslim judges in Islamic co
urts. These actions were settled in Islamic courts (See some of the documents 
in the Ottoman Archives, C. DHL, 11603 (1190). M.D. vol.34, 18S (986/1578), 
vol.35, 87~ (986/1578). A.DVN. 10/15 (1260), 12-A/77 (1261), 9/70 (1260), 
5/29 (1260), 8/88 (1260). Finans Tarihi 1, p.87 (1164/1751). C. ADL. 214 (1214), 
791 (1215). T.SA, E. nr.12314. A. DVN.15/44 (1263), 14/55 (1262)). Contrary 
to the most commonly held explanations, the state officials were careful of not 
giving an opportunity of interference of the patriarchs to the judicial affairs 
concerning the questioning and arrest of the non-muslim religious persons 
(Killliyat-1Kavanin, vol.27, 4344 (1301)). 

g. The Penal (Criminal) Authorities of the Religious Leaders 

It is generally accepted that there was no discrimination between mus
lims and non-muslims in the penal matters and non-muslims were also sub
ject to Islamic law in the field of criminal law. 

After pointing out to this fact, how can the granting of the authority of 
punishment to the patriarchs be explained? What is the meaning of giving 
such an authority ~o the patriarchs? If we answer these questions properly, 
we_can easily explain the Ottoman practice. 

1. Which acts or activities did the authority of punishment of the pat
riarchs cover? 

2. Was this authority applicable to all the members of the community 
or is it applicable only to the religious persons? 

3. Was the 'authority of punishment of the patriarchs a substantial po
wer or had it a disciplinary nature to regulate the inferior relations 
of the community concerning the religious ceremony or worships? 

4. How were the amounts of these punishments fixed? How and by 
whom were these punishments executed? 

5. What was the source of the claims relating to the authority of the pat
riarchs about the arrest and imprisonment of the members of their 
commuilities? 

As a matter of fact, the patriarchs did not have any substantial autho
rity of punishment. Their powers, given to them by the state to punish, had a 
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disciplinary nature. For example they could not fix a certain amount for the 
punishment. On the other hand, their authority was subject to the·approval 
of the state. For example, the punishment of sending into exile was given to 
persons who acted against the orders or instructions of their religion (Gayn
muslim Cemaat Defteri, vol.3, pp.27 (1277)). The punishment of exile were 
applied to clergies (M.D. vol.58, 333 (993/1585). C. ADL. 4800 (1193). C. ADL. 
2687 (1188). Ahmet Refik, Onbirinci Asr-t Hicride istanbul Hayatt (istanbul: 
Enderun Kitabevi, 1998), 29. Ahmet Refik, Onikinci Asr-t Hicride istanbul 
Hayatt, (istanbul: Enderun Kitabevi, 1998), 44). The exiled persons were for
given either by the state itself or by the application of muslim people (C. ADL. 
241 (1194). H.H.16372 (1234)). Some non-muslim clergies were punished by 
application of state officials (C. ADL. 2218 (1144). H.H. 36284 (1235). 

·. 
h. 'Ayi.nleri iizere tedip etm e /to punish in accordance with 
t heir r ites' 

The statement 'patrikleri ayinleri iizere tedip ettikde/ when the patriarchs 
punished in accordance with their rites' which took place in most docUm.ents ca
suses some confusion among scholars. Therefore, the meaning of this statement 
is important in determining the content of the authorities of the patriarchs. It 
is openly stated, in an order (berat) of patriarchate, that the statement of 'pu

nishing in accordance with their rites', covers only spiritual sanctions such as 
excommunication, not to accept the wrong-doers to the churches, and not to bury 

the persons who died (Killliyat-1Kavanin, vol.2, 2959 (1176). This statement does 
not imply to a substantial authority of punishment in nature. The patriarchs' 
right of chastening was limited only to scolding and reprimanding (H.H. 36328 
(1240). Especially people w:po got married against their religious rules were not 
accepted to the churches. On the other hand the hair of the bishops and priests 
who didnotpaytheir state taxes/ miri rii.sum were cut as a punishment (C.ADL. 
2137 (1135), 2141 (1138), 2140 (1139), 3070 (1154), 77 (1134). The sanctions app
lied by the patriarchs in accordance with that term were only spiritual and did 
not go beyond disciplinary nature (C. ADL. 4 771). 

In conclusion the non-muslims were integrated with the Ottoman ad
ministrative structure by lltizarn System easily. The terms in the official do
cuments must be construed from legal point of view. And ifthere was a peace 
in the past in the Ottoman Empire the Islamic law played a very important 
role in that peace. 
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